Pronunciation Challenges for Presentations on U.S. Presidents

-ED words

achieved    divorced    occupied
acquired    doubled    opened
adopted    earned    organized
admitted    elected    pardoned
announced    embarked    participated
approved    ended    planned
arranged    enlisted    prevented
argued    entered    promised
assassinated    established    proposed
attacked    evacuated    purchased
attended    excelled    received
awarded    finished    re-elected
belonged    forced    remarried
believed    graduated    required
buried    headed    resigned
called    included    retained
campaigned    inherited    retired
closed    inherited    returned
continued    installed    ruled
convinced    invaded    served
created    joined    signed
declared    killed    studied
defeated    learned    supported
defended    lived    trusted
delivered    located    wanted
designated    loved    wasted
died    needed    worked
divided    negotiated    nominated
Long I

society  private
crisis   child

R sounds

birth  supporter  married
birthplace  literature  term
career   era  birth

Th

thirty  October 30th
50th    three

J or Y?

judiciary  years
young    Yale

SH not S

education  national
graduation  Bush

U words

university  trust  club
Russia    to bust  custody
Columbia  study  industry
August  until  Republican

Syllable Stress

governor  representatives  widower
senator  politics